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10 issues that divide christians paperback amazon com - 10 issues that divide christians alex mcfarland on amazon
com free shipping on qualifying offers create biblical answers to society s toughest challenges christians know there must be
credible, the doctrines that divide a fresh look at the historic - a non combative look at hot button issues in the church
covenant communicator 2004 06 03 a thoroughly readable examination of nine controversial doctrinal issues within
christianity, do christians muslims and jews worship the same god - bostontola it s interesting and somewhat ironic that
you make a comment about denial below and all responses are denials no counterargument no objective evidence to refute
just denials and an occasional insult, transgender issues sharply divide republicans democrats - the american public is
fundamentally divided over whether it s possible for someone to be a gender different from the sex they were assigned at
birth according to a new pew research center survey the survey comes amid debates over which public bathrooms
transgender individuals should use how, christianity in egypt wikipedia - christianity is second biggest religion in egypt the
number of egyptian christians nearly all of whom are coptic christians adherents of the coptic orthodox church or other
coptic churches is uncertain estimates range from 5 to 15 of the population while a minority within egypt egypt s christian
population is the largest in absolute numbers in the middle east and north africa, do christians really believe common
sense atheism - redated from march 2009 i was a christian recently enough to remember what it felt like to really believe
the creator of the universe talked to me to really believe i would go to heaven and unbelievers would go to hell to really
believe that prayer made a difference it sure felt like i really believed that stuff and other christians tell me they really believe
that stuff too, types of christianity in history who were the first - ebionite christians believed that all the jewish laws had
to be obeyed including the sabbath and circumcision for all males as such they considered st paul to be the archenemy of
christianity as he taught that people did not have to obey the law in order to be saved, what happens to christians who
stray escape to reality - what happens to christians who stray or follow another jesus another spirit or another gospel this
is not a hard question to answer because it happened in the bible the consequences of going astray are well documented
yet the question is worth asking because many don t know the answer or rather they have the wrong answer, 1889 reasons
christianity is false 1889 reasons - according to the bible god killed or authorized the killings of up to 25 million people this
is the god of which jesus was an integral part, orthodoxy vs heterodoxy the fundamental divide in the - many of us are
watching with sadness the emerging seemingly inevitable separation however amicable between the so called progressives
and the so called conservatives in the united methodist church, nigeria and oil global issues - there is a symbiotic
relationship between the military dictatorship and the multinational companies who grease the palms of those who rule they
are assassins in foreign lands
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